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The article titled “Cholesterol-Lowering Probiotics as Potential Biotherapeutics for Metabolic Diseases” [1] was found to contain material from [2], as raised on PubPeer [5]. The article was also found to contain materials from other published work and to have missing attributions and errors in citations. The articles are as follows:


The authors apologize for these errors and the corrected version of the article is shown below:

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are among the prime causes of deaths in adults, especially in Western world human populations. High serum lipid levels are the principal causes of CVD and associated disabilities. In vivo studies comprising of model animals and clinical trials have revealed the connection between high cholesterol levels and increased risk of coronary heart disease (CHD). Nutrition strategies are aimed at preventing CVD warrant shifting to the diet that contains low levels of saturated fats. Undoubtedly, in experimental conditions, such as low-fat diet, it offers effective means of minimizing blood cholesterol levels on a population basis; these appear to be less effective in practice, primarily due to poor compliance owing to less taste and acceptance of the consumer. Due to the low consumer compliance, attempts are made to evolve alternative diets that assist in reducing the blood cholesterol levels. Fermented foods containing lactic acid bacteria (LAB) can possibly lessen the serum cholesterol and the risks associated with hypercholesterolemia. Probiotics have received considerable attention in view of their proclaimed health benefits, such as improved lactose utilization, resistance to gastrointestinal (GI) infections, suppression of inflammatory diseases and cancer, anti-diabetic effects, and minimizing serum cholesterol. The
possible mechanisms underlying cholesterol-lowering effects of probiotics include the assimilation and incorporation of cholesterol into dividing somatic cells of the host, deconjugation of bile salts via bile salt hydrolase (BSH) (EC 3.5.1.24), coprecipitation of cholesterol with deconjugated bile, and dietary fiber-mediated binding of the bile salts. This review discusses the mechanisms of actions of hypocholesterolemic activities of probiotics as well as the fermented foods that contain probiotics, thereby ultimately lowering the risk of cholesterol-mediated CHD and CVD.

1. Introduction

Although cholesterol is an important constituent of human cells, abnormally elevated levels of cholesterol in blood vascular or circulatory system are a potential causative factor of CHD [1]. According to World Health Organization (WHO) predictions, by 2030, the CVDs will spread globally and account for the majority of the deaths, affecting around 23.6 million people worldwide [2]. According to Yusuf et al. [3], the hypercholesterolemia is responsible for 45% incidences of cardiac attacks in Western Europe and about 35% incidences of heart attacks and associated diseases in Central and Eastern Europe. Further, patients with hypercholesterolemia have about three times higher risk of heart attack as compared to people with a normal blood lipid profile. Altered food habits and shift towards diets enriched with saturated and animal-origin fats, salt and readily fermentable sugar, and low fiber, fruits, and vegetables are responsible for increased incidences of CVDs [4]. Dunn-Emke et al. [5] have suggested that nutritional management, altered life style, regular physical exercise, and timely medication could reduce the blood cholesterol. According to Bliznakov [6], the pharmacological interventions that efficiently reduce cholesterol levels are available to treat hypercholesterolemia, i.e., high blood cholesterol; however, the treatment is costly and may have severe adverse effects in some cases.

Nature has blessed humans with microorganisms with remarkable prohealth attributes that have coevolved with host. For instance, lactic acid bacteria (LAB), the normal microflora, possess bile salt hydrolase (BSH) activity that plays pivotal role in diminishing the levels of cholesterol levels through multiple mechanisms [7]. Lactobacilli possessing BSH and antimicrobial activity colonize most mucosal sites such as genitourinary tract and lower parts of the intestine. Therefore, BSH activity might contribute multiple prohealth benefits [8]. Certain probiotic strains of Lactobacillus sp. and Bifidobacterium sp. produce enzymes to deconjugate bile acids, thereby facilitating their elimination from the body [9]. Cholesterol, due to being a natural precursor of bile acids, is converted to bile acids, hence replaced or eliminated as a part of excretion. Proficiency of the colonic microbes such as LAB to transform deconjugated bile acids into secondary bile acids could be exploited to control serum cholesterol levels. Therefore, application of orally administered probiotics is the key objective of the conception of bioactive or functional foods [10, 11]. Recently, a surge is noted in human interest in LAB, especially lactobacilli, due to their multi prohealth benefits including antidiabetic, anticholesterol, antipathogenic, and anticarcinogenic properties and the immunomodulatory activities [11–20]. Orally administered Lactobacillus plantarum was found to endure the passage through the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and establish in human intestine [12, 14, 21]. Notably, the LAB and other probiotic microbial strains are often used in dairy foods such as yoghurt, cultured milks, and infant food pharmaceutical formulations [9, 11, 22].

Several studies on human cohorts as well as animal models have suggested reduction in cholesterol levels in blood serum as one of the major beneficial effects of consuming probiotics [23]. The hypocholesterolemic effect is partly attributed to the gut microbial biocatalytic deconjugation of the bile acids [24–27]. It has been found that, compared to conjugated bile salts, the deconjugated bile salts being less soluble are not readily and efficiently reabsorbed from intestinal lumen and hence are excreted profusely as free bile acids along with feces [28, 29]. Besides, free bile salts have less efficacy to solubilize and absorb the lipids in the intestinal tract [30]. Hence, the ability of certain probiotic LAB strains to deconjugate bile acids thereby reducing the serum cholesterol via mechanisms, such as (a) increased requirement of cholesterol for de novo synthesis of bile acids to compensate for that lost in fecal discharge or (b) reduced overall solubility and absorption of cholesterol, could be a promising strategy of probiotics. Gilliland et al. [31] noted a strong correlation between cholesterol assimilation and bile deconjugation abilities of probiotic L. acidophilus, showing that certain strains of probiotic L. acidophilus, may be helpful in reducing the blood cholesterol levels [31].

BSH, the important enzyme involved in deconjugation of bile salts during enterohepatic circulation, is found in several Lactobacillus and other LAB species residing in the gastrointestinal tract (Table 1) [7, 29, 32, 33]. Accordingly, it has been proposed that the BSH activity should also be considered one of the fundamental criteria while selecting and nominating a given bacterial strain as probiotics, particularly given that the microorganisms lacking BSH activity fail to remove the cholesterol [26, 31]. L. fermentum, a common human GI tract symbiont is known to adhere to epithelial cells small intestine [34]. Orally administered probiotics inhibit adhesion of uropathogenic bacteria by multiple mechanisms including production of surface-active components [35–37].

2. Bile

Bile forms a yellowish-green aqueous solution comprising of bile acids, cholesterol, certain phospholipids, and the pigment known as biliverdin [38, 39]. Bile is synthesized primarily in pericentral hepatocytes and transported to the gallbladder for concentration and storage. The bile is poured into the lumen of duodenum upon stimulation by ingested food. The bile plays an indispensable role in digestion of dietary fats/lipids by functioning like a biological detergent for their emulsification and solubilization. The detergent property of bile helps dissolve bacterial membranes, hence exhibiting a potent antimicrobial activity [40, 41]. Bile acids are produced from cholesterol by a saturation process, hydroxyl ation at C-24 cyclopentanophenanthrene as sterols. Two
primary bile acids, namely, cholic acid (CA; 3a,7a,12a-trihydroxy-5b-cholan-24-oic acid) and chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA; 3a,7a-dihydroxy-5b-cholan-24-oic acid), are synthesized in the liver. Conjugation (N-acyl amidation) of bile acids to glycine or taurine decreases the Pka to about 5 in the human liver. Therefore, the conjugated bile acids, being fully ionized at physiological pH, are typically called bile salts [42]. De novo synthesis of the primary bile acids (CA and CDCA) from cholesterol takes place in the hepatic cells. Conjugation in the form of an N-acyl amide with glycine (glycoconjugated) and/or taurine (tauroconjugated) preceding to secretion increases the solubility of hydrophobic steroid nucleus. The resulting molecules become amphipathic and can help to solubilize lipids and form mixed micelles. Subsequently, the enterohepatic recirculation or circulation of biliary acids, drugs, or other substances from the liver to the bile conserves bile under normal biological conditions. In the upper part of the intestine, the conjugated as well as nonconjugated bile salts are absorbed via passive diffusion, while in the terminal tract or ileum, the bile salts are absorbed by active transport [38]. The absorbed bile acids enter into portal blood circulation and reach the liver and hepatocytes. After recombination, the bile salts are secreted into the bile housed in the gall bladder. Every day, about 5% of the bile acid reserve (0.3 to 0.6 g/day) is released into and mixed with semidigested food in the duodenum and modified by the resident gut microbiota [43]. Consequently, the occurrence and completion of deconjugation are indispensable prior to subsequent auxiliary modifications of the bile salts [44]. The deconjugation process is catalyzed by BSH that catalyzes hydrolysis of amide bond and releases the glycine and/or taurine moieties from the core steroid nucleus (Figure 1).

2.1. bsh Homologs in the Genomes of Probiotics. Genes encoding the BSH enzymes in the genome of various microbes including probiotic strains are already unveiled and available in public domains viz. National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and Joint Genome Institute Microbial Genomics site (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/). It may be noted, however, that specific bacterial strains (for instance, L. plantarum WCFS1) are known to harbor more than one bsh homolog that is not identical. The genetic layout of regions corresponding to the bsh genes is not always comparable in all of the microbial species and strains. Additionally, in specific milieu wherein more than one bsh gene is present in the genome, the bsh genes may be present at different chromosomal loci or regions.

2.2. Bsh Genes in Probiotic Bacteria. Given that the bsh phenotype varies within the strains of same species and genera [45–49], it is hypothesized that the bsh genes in probiotics (like L. johnsonii 100-100) may have been acquired horizontally and that the BSH activity is indispensable for probiotics to colonize the GI tract [47]. Besides reverse transcriptase action, these proteins also possess and perform maturation and restriction endonuclease functions thereby catalyzing the movement and splicing of cDNA into the microbial genome. Notably, the group II intron proteins have also been inserted in or linked with some mobile genetic elements [50]. Whole genome sequencing of L. acidophilus NCFM has demonstrated the presence of bshA and bshB genes in it. The predicted genetic sequence of the BSH as encoded by these loci has been demonstrated to share high homology with BSH enzymes present in other Lactobacillus sp., indicating that these bshA and bshB have different substrate specificities, and might have been acquired from diverse origins [51]. Together, these reports indicate the presence of BSH in all the Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus strains particularly those of GI origin; however, it is plausible that these strains might also transfer the bsh genes to other gut habitants such as Listeria monocytogenes.

3. Functions of bsh

Although the exact functions of bacterial BSH enzymes remain uncomprehended, researchers investigating diverse aspects of microbial BSHs particularly in context to specific nutritional and physiological activities have proposed several hypotheses and speculations, as summarized herein.

3.1. Nutritional Role. The ability of the probiotics to degrade bile salts is one of the important criteria for their selection as dietary or food supplements. As reviewed by Begley et al. [52], the amino acids released due to probiotic-mediated bile salt deconjugation can be utilized as a source of carbon, nitrogen, and/or energy by other gut microbes. Therefore, deconjugation of bile salts by probiotics can offer nutritional opportunities to other microbes colonizing the gut lumen. It has been demonstrated that certain BSH-utilizing Clostridium sp. could utilize taurine as an electron receptor. In addition, the taurine as well as taurine-conjugated bile salts have also been associated with the improved growth of Clostridium strains [53, 54]. Moreover, the transcription of bsh genes of genus Bifidobacterium longum has been attributed to a glnE gene homolog encoding glutamine synthetase adenyltransferase (GlnE), an enzyme component of the nitrogen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: List of some potential bacteria showing BSH activity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probiotic organisms with</strong> BSH <strong>activity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bifidobacterium adolescentis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. animalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. breve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. infantis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. longum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bifidobacterium sp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactobacillus acidophilus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. casei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. gasseri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. helveticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. paracasei subsp. paracasei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. rhamnosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. plantarum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regulation process [55]. However, in contrast, some *Lactobacillus* strains have been found to be unable to utilize bile salts as cellular precursor [56, 57].

3.2. Alteration of Membrane Characteristics. Intestinal innate immunity is presented by the antibacterial enzymes (e.g., lysozyme, phospholipase A2, and α-defensins) that antagonize unsolicited invading microorganisms. However, the extent of damage by these host defenses depends on several factors including the composition and chemical nature, hydrophobicity, permeability, and fluidity of the bacterial cell membrane. One of the posited functions of BSHs is facilitating the coprecipitation of cholesterol along with unconjugated bile acids, or incorporation of cholesterol or bile moieties into the bacterial cell membranes [58–60], thereby plausibly enhancing the malleable strength of the bacterial cell membranes [61] or amending the cellular fluidity. In addition, BSH-mediated changes in the bacterial cell surface may potentially stimulate safeguard against disruptions in the structure/integrity of bacterial cell membranes induced by the host immunity or immune system. The resistance mechanisms may be helpful for pathogenic bacteria to establish persistent infections. Therefore, commensal microbes possessing BSH enzymes may be selected and utilized to mitigate against specific pathogenic bacteria.

3.3. Bile Detoxification. There is a well-established link between bile salt hydrolysis bile salt and tolerance in multiple research studies carried out using *bsh* mutant and wild-type probiotic strains. For example, a *L. amylovorus* isolated by *N*-methyl-*N*1-nitro-*N*-nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis and possessing partially reduced BSH activity exhibits reduction in growth in culture media supplemented with the bile salts [62]. Also, *L. plantarum* [8] and *Listeria monocytogenes* [40, 41] mutants for *bsh* genes were sensitive to bile salts. Though the information is scarce on exact mechanism of BSH in conferring bile tolerance, it has been speculated that the protonated (nondissociated) kinds of bile salts may demonstrate toxicity by intracellular acidification, in a way analogous to organic acids. The cells possessing BSH activity could protect themselves by forming or developing weaker unconjugated bile salts [8]. This could be helpful in reversing the pH drip by recapturing followed by exportation of the cotransported protons. The glycoconjugated to taur-conjugated bile salt ratio in human bile is generally 3:1. Several in vitro studies have shown that while taur-conjugated bile salts typically have none to only slight effect on bacterial cells at different pH, glycoconjugated bile salts are highly toxic at an acidic range of pH, which may explain why *bsh* mutants are inhibited more strongly compared to the parent cell counterparts [8, 40, 41]. Therefore, BSHs have been
suggested to be of particular significance in protection against the toxic effects of glycoconjugated bile salts especially at the low pH. In addition, the BSH activity is specifically important particularly at the port of (a) entry of bile into the duodenum and (b) occurrence of acid reflux from the stomach and/or (c) in specific localized intestinal compartments wherein LAB lowers the pH. This can be corroborated by the findings that the glycoconjugated bile salts are preferentially hydrolyzed by BSHs [63, 64] and that the pH optima for BSHs is slightly acidic (pH 5.0 to 6.0) [45, 65].

3.4. Persistence in the Gastrointestinal Tract. Given that the BSHs may confer protection against the harmful effects of bile and elements or modules of the innate immune system (e.g., defensins) through cell surface alterations, it is reasonable to conceive their possible role the survival and/or persistence of bacterial strains within the GI tract. In a study comparing the abilities of three *Lactobacillus* strains *in vitro*, Bateup et al. [66] reported a wide array of BSH activity in these strains (high activity in one strain and moderate activity in second strain, while no activity in the third one) to colonize the gut of a mouse model completely devoid of LAB in their GI tract. Intriguingly, enumerating the gut *Lactobacillus* population two weeks postinoculation showed comparable and efficient colonization by all the strains, thereby indicating that BSH may not be a requisite for the intestinal colonization of these and similar bacterial strains. Another study, however, convincingly evidenced the contribution of BSH in the persistence of *Listeria monocytogenes*, wherein a *bsh* mutant when orally infected in guinea pigs was found to show 4-5 log decline in the fecal carriage of bacterial count of the mutant strains versus the control/parent strain after 48 h of experimental treatment. In addition, inserting an extra copy of the gene (on a plasmid) into the cells could increase the multiplication of the parent strain in the intestinal tract by up to 10-fold, thereby demonstrating the importance of BSH in bacterial persistence in the GI tract [67].

Notably, the disparity in the conclusions of these two studies may be attributed to the two main differences between these two studies [66, 67]. Firstly, the two studies compared the isogenic *L. monocytogenes* wild-type and *bsh* mutant strains, and hence, it is likely that the contribution of BSH in bacterial strain survival in the gut was masked by the intrinsic strain-specific differences in lactobacilli used in the other study. Secondly, the study by Bateup et al. [66] employed LAB-devoid mouse model and showed that the role for BSH might be revealed in a more competitive intestinal environment. Therefore, further studies are needed to focus on determining the universal function of BSH with particular reference to its role in the persistence of clinically important probiotic strains (e.g., *Bifidobacteria* and lactobacilli) in the GI tract.

3.5. Impact of Microbial BSH Activity on the Host

3.5.1. Cholesterol Reduction. Hypercholesterolemia is one of the major risk factors for CHD development. Several pharmacologic formulations or drugs such as statins and bile acid sequestrants are widely available, but these often present unwanted side effects and suboptimal efficacy in humans [68]. Several orally administered probiotic strains have been demonstrated to be able to confer as much as 22-33% reduction in the cholesterol levels [7, 23] and even prevent hypercholesterolemia in high-fat diet-fed murine models [69]. These hypocholesterolemic effects could be attributed at least partly to the BSH activity, although other beneficial attributes such as cholesterol assimilation by specific gut microbes, cholesterol binding on to the bacterial cell wall, and/or the various beneficial physiological effects of microbial metabolites such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) might also underlie these effects (Figure 2) [65]. The reabsorption of deconjugated bile salts is less efficient compared to that of conjugated bile salts, due to which the free bile acids are excreted in larger quantities in the feces. In addition, the intestinal solubilization and absorption of lipids are also less efficient for free bile salts. Consequently, the deconjugation of bile salts might cause reduction in serum cholesterol levels (a) by raising the demand for cholesterol required for the *de novo* synthesis of bile acids to compensate for those lost via feces or (b) by lowering the cholesterol solubility and subsequent absorption through the gut lumen.

(1) Impaired Digestive Functions. Compared to conjugated bile acid molecules, the unconjugated bile acids are less efficacious in emulsifying dietary lipids and micelle formation; hence, the normal process of lipid digestion may be compromised by the BSH activity thereby also leading to the impaired absorption of fatty acids and monoglycerides [29]. Microbial BSH activity is related to growth defects noticed in experimental poultry birds [70], but not in mice [66].

3.6. Impact of Probiotics Supplementation on Plasma Lipid Profile. The concept of the prohealth benefits of fermented foods in humans goes back to as early as the 19th century, when Elie Metchnikov postulated that microbially fermented milk “prevented intestinal putrefaction” and “helped maintain the forces of the body” (cited in [22, 71]). The persons consuming diets rich in fiber and beneficial phytometabolites have gut microbiota with powerful metabolic activities. The impact of commonly used probiotics and major findings on cholesterol levels are summarized in Table 2. A study conducted on Maasai tribal subjects with low serum lipid profile revealed that despite consuming ample meat, the Maasai people scarcely suffer from CHD. They consume 4-5 liters of fermented whole milk on a daily basis. This urged the scientists to investigate the impact of fermented milk on cholesterol levels in the blood [72]. Another study involving 26 volunteers inferred that consumption of high amounts of LAB-containing yoghurt had adverse effects on cholesterolemia [73]. It is likely that some strains of *L. acidophilus* help binding of cholesterol to intestinal lumen cells, thus decreasing its absorption into circulatory system [31], Tahiri et al. [25], while studying the cholesterol assimilation by *Bifidobacterium* strains, noted that elimination of cholesterol from microbial culture medium could be due to growing bacteria. Lin and Chen [74] studies hypocholesterolemic ability of probiotic grade six *L. acidophilus* strains *in vitro* and
inferred that cholesterol-lowering activity of *L. acidophilus* ATCC4356 was due to cholesterol assimilation and adsorption to bacterial cells. Grunewald [75] noted a decline in serum cholesterol levels in experimental rats fed *L. acidophilus* fermented. It was inferred that consumption of probiotics or probiotic-fermented food might assist in reducing the serum cholesterol. The factors responsible for hypocholesterolemic activity were released during fermentation of the milk.

Feeding of low doses ($10^4$ cells/day) of probiotic *L. reuteri* CRL 1098 could induce about 38% reduction in blood triglycerides, 40% reduction in cholesterol, and 20% increase in the ratio of HDL:LDL in hypercholesterolemic murine models. The data imply that *L. reuteri* CRL 1098 could serve as a hypocholesterolemic adjuvant [76]. Xiao et al. [77] concluded that drinking fermented milk containing probiotic *B. longum* BL1 caused a significant decrease in serum total cholesterol, triglycerides and LDL. Abd El-Gawad et al. [78] noted an inverse relationship between fecal excretion of bile acids and levels of serum cholesterol from a study conducted on rats fed cholesterol-enriched diets and buffalo milk yoghurt and soy-yoghurt having *Bifidobacterium lactis* Bb-12 or *B. longum* Bb-46. Kumar et al. [17] also explored hypocholesterolemic effect of *L. plantarum* in Sprague-Dawley rat models. In another study, 17 patients with type II hyperlipidemia were given *Lactobacillus sporogenes* for three months in an open-level fixed-dose trial. A significant decrease in their serum cholesterol, LDL, and total cholesterol was noted, while HDL cholesterol increased marginally [79].

Anderson and Gilliland [80] examined the effect of yoghurt having *L. acidophilus* L1 on serum lipids during a controlled clinical trial in hypercholesterolemic humans and observed a 2.4% decrease in serum cholesterol in persons. It was concluded that *L. acidophilus* L1 fermented milk can reduce the risk of CHD by 6-10%. A placebo-controlled, double-blinded, randomized crossover study demonstrated that a blend of *L. acidophilus* 74-2 and *B. animalis* subsp. lactis DGCC 420 augmented immune response and could concomitantly reduce serum cholesterol levels by 11.6% during the experimental trial [81].

Genetically modified *L. plantarum* 80 (pCBH1) could degrade and remove conjugated bile acids though BSH action and paved the way to lower the cholesterol levels using genetically modified probiotics [82].
3.7. Plasma Lipoprotein Synthesis and Metabolism. The intestine and liver are primarily responsible for the synthesis and transport of lipoproteins. The liver synthesizes the bile which is moved to and stored in the gallbladder. The bile salts get into action and poured into the small intestine in response to fats in meal, thereby making their digestion and absorption practicable. Fatty acids, triglycerides, and cholesterol combine in the gut epithelial cells and collectively constitute the chylomicrons [83]. The chylomicrons enter the blood through the lymphatic system, find their way to the liver, and are converted triglycerides and cholesterol. Bile salts enter the ileum; majority of them are again absorbed and enter the blood and reach the liver again. The bile salts remain in bile for the next rounds of their use. Unabsorbed bile salts are finally eliminated as a part of defecation. Hepatic cells synthesize cholesterol and therefore contribute to cholesterol reservoir of the body.

3.7.1. Biosynthesis of Cholesterol. It is evident that approximately 50% of the total cholesterol is produced inside the body, of which 10% is synthesized in the liver and 15% is in generated in the intestine [83]. Microsomes and cytoplasm are the prime sites of cholesterol biosynthesis via the following steps [84, 85]:

(i) Conversion of Acetyl-CoA to HMG-CoA, i.e., 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA [85]
(ii) Transformation of HMG-CoA to mevalonate
(iii) Conversion of mevalonate to isopentenyl pyrophosphate
(iv) Conversion of isopentenyl pyrophosphate to squalene
(v) Change of squalene to cholesterol

3.7.2. Regulation of Cholesterol Biosynthesis. While around 1 gram of cholesterol is produced in healthy adult humans, 0.3 gram of it is utilized daily. A moderately persistent level of cholesterol (150-200 mg/dL) is maintained in the human body by managing its levels of de novo synthesis [86]. The dietary as well as synthesized cholesterol participates in membrane formation as well as synthesis of bile acids and steroid hormones required on day-to-day basis [87]. According to Kaplan and Pesse [83] and Omoigui [86], the following three mechanisms regulate the cholesterol supply:

(i) Regulation of HMG-CoA reductase (HMGR)
(ii) Regulation of extra intracellular free cholesterol via Acyl-CoA cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT) [86]
(iii) Regulation plasma cholesterol through HDL-mediated reverse transport, and LDL receptor-mediated uptake

Hepatic cholesterol reservoir is important for two reasons: (i) the liver utilizes part of cholesterol to synthesize bile salts which are transported to the gallbladder and partly poured into the gut. The bile salts poured into gut help the emulsification of dietary fats, followed by their hydrolysis and absorption; (ii) the remaining cholesterol is utilized for other functions in the body system. For this, the liver combines cholesterol from its pool with triglycerides and covers it with a particular protein so that it is dissolved and enters the blood.
The liver then drains the associated somewhat large molecules, known as very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) into the blood circulation system. Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) found in the walls of the arteries assists in the removal of triglycerides from VLDL. During the process, the VLDLs shrivel in size; hence, intermediate density lipoproteins (IDL) represent the relatively larger portion of VLDLs.

### 3.7.3. Low-Density Lipoprotein (LDL).

As a continued process of separation, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) is left behind. The lipoprotein still maintains a hefty extent of cholesterol. The protein layer assists the body cell transport LDL through LDL receptors. Cholesterol is taken away from LDL in some tissues like the liver and inner layer of arteries. Resulting free radicals are highly reactive and oxidative in nature which oxidize LDL cholesterol and cause the development of atherosclerotic arterial plaques. Antioxidants, whether taken orally or formed from dietary ingredients, are crucial to prevent oxidative stress and atherosclerosis [88].

### 3.7.4. High-Density Lipoprotein (HDL).

In addition to above metabolites, the liver synthesizes another form of lipoprotein, called HDL. The HDL has little triglyceride and cholesterol and has a characteristic protein covering. HDL collects the leftover cholesterol remaining unutilized. An enzyme, named lecithin-cholesterol acyl transferase (LCAT), assists in transportation of the unutilized cholesterol back to the HDL. In addition, HDL absorbs the unused cholesterol from the arteries, liver, and other tissues. LCAT and HDL cholesterol serve to scaveng a fraction of oxidized LDL. HDL circulates in the body and collects cholesterol from various tissues, returns back to the liver, and accumulates the liver cholesterol pool.

1. **Apo A-I.** Apo-A-I is the key apolipoprotein in HDL cholesterol. It has antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities and assists in the collection of extra cholesterol from outer cells and transporting it back it to the liver [89].

The Apo33 B/Apo-A ratio is an important clinical indicator of cardiovascular risk. According to Walldius et al. [90], the higher the ratio, the higher is the possibility of cholesterol amassing in arteries.

2. **Apo B.** The Apo B is found in atherogenic particles: VLDL, IDL, and LDL cholesterol. All of them have at least one Apo-B inside them; hence, the number or quantity of Apo B is an indirect indicator of the number of the above atherogenic particles. Apo B assists in capturing these particles from the arterial lumen and walls. On the other hand, Apo B generated in the liver helps in the stabilization and relocation of cholesterol and triglycerides in plasma IDL, VLDL, and sd-LDL. Of all Apo B particles existing in the blood, more than 90% do exist in the form of low-density lipid cholesterol. Hence, the Apo-B/Apo-A ratio is utilized as an indicator of cardiovascular risk. The higher the ratio, the higher the probability of cholesterol deposits in the arteries [90].

3.8. **Probiotics Actions on Lipids.** Certain anaerobes in the gut ferment dietary indigestible saccharides or fiber and enhance level of SCFAs [71, 91]. The fermentation is catalyzed by a cartel of hydrolytic microbial enzymes. Notably, formation of SCFAs is a good indication of health gut ecosystem.

Approximately 100 to 450 mmol of the short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) is produced in the large intestine daily with relative proportions of acetate, propionate, and butyrate being approximately 60:20:15. The production depends on the kind of dietary ingredients and the gut microbial consortia [23, 71]. Acetate boosts total cholesterol while propionate increases glucose levels in the blood and assists in reducing hypercholesterolemia induced by the acetate. Propionate does so by reducing the use of acetate for cholesterol and fatty acid synthesis. In addition, SCFAs serve as the potential modulators of food intake and energy sensing process into the brain that might have an indirect role in reducing cholesterol and other metabolisms [92].

The probiotics prevent the formation of micelles, which assist in the absorption of cholesterol from the intestine. Cholesterol is also dealt in the same manner when it enters in the enterohepatic circulation. Various strains of probiotic LAB breakdown bile acids and hydrolyze bile salts by means of hydroxy steroid dehydrogenase and BSH. This interrupts the enterohepatic circulation of bile acids [93–95].

Hydroxy methyl glutarate CoA (HMG CoA), an intermediate formed from acetyl CoA and acetoacetyl CoA catalyzed by HMG-CoA synthase, helps the probiotics to obstruct HMG-CoA reductase catalytic function. This serves as a rate-limiting biocatalyst in endogenous synthesis of cholesterol. Probiotics control the absorption of cholesterol from the gut lumen, hence minimizing the levels of free cholesterol in serum. Cholesterol is also assimilated during the progression of *L. acidophilus*, as permeability of the cells to bile as well β-galactosidase activity of *L. acidophilus* was found to increase in the presence of ox gall [96].

3.9. **Mechanisms of Cholesterol-Reduction and Their Consequences.** Reducing cholesterol is one of the most desirable features of probiotic strains intended for human applications. As cited above, deconjugation of bile acids catalyzed by probiotics BSH is one of the key steps of lowering the cholesterol. Bile, the resulting metabolites of cholesterol in the liver, is released into the duodenum where it is mixed with semidigested food [52]. Once deconjugated, the bile acids being the least soluble are eventually eliminated with feces. While evaluating the role of BSH of a cholesterol-lowering probiotic strain, *L. plantarum* 80 (pCBH1), it was inferred that BSH activity is imperative to hydrolyze conjugated forms of bile acids [82, 97].

Hypocholesterolemic properties of probiotics are also partly due to the capacity of specific probiotic candidates to remove cholesterol present in the intestinal lumen. For instance, *L. gasseri* has been found to remove cholesterol from culture media via binding of cholesterol to bacterial cells surfaces [27]. However, the exclusion of cholesterol by binding to cells varies among different strains and appears to be highly strain-specific [98]. Interestingly, in addition to
live probiotic bacteria and the nongrowing bacteria, i.e., live probiotic bacteria suspended in phosphate buffer, the heat-killed cells have also been found to remove the cholesterol from culture media demonstrating that the cell surface might also contribute to its exclusion. Further, several strains of lactococci could also demonstrate the removal of cholesterol from the microbial culture media [98].

Alteration in fatty acid profile is observed for several probiotic bacteria growing in vitro in medium containing or devoid of supplemented cholesterol. The abundance of lipids in the cell membrane of probiotic strains suggests that the cholesterol is incorporated into bacterial cell membrane and may alter the fatty acid profile and membrane strength against lysis of bacteria [99, 100]. Using fluorescence probes analysis, it has been revealed that cholesterol accumulates more in phospholipid tails and the polar heads of the membrane phospholipid bilayer in probiotic bacteria growing in the presence of cholesterol.

Another route of excluding the cholesterol from the body system is the transformation of cholesterol into coprostanol and then the excretion of coprostanol though feces. This reduces the amount of cholesterol available for absorption into the body, thereby ultimately leading to reduced cholesterol levels. To evaluate the transformation of cholesterol into coprostanol in the presence of probiotic bacteria, Chiang et al. [101] have shown that cholesterol dehydrogenase/isomerase produced by bacteria such as *Sterolibacterium denitrificans* catalyzes the transformation of cholesterol to cholest-4-en-3-one during biotransformation of cholesterol to coprostanol. Lye et al. [100] examined the transformation of cholesterol to coprostanol by LAB wherein bacterial strains examined were found to possess intracellular as well as extracellular cholesterol reductase, thereby verifying the intracellular as well as extracellular transformation of cholesterol to coprostanol. Amount of the total cholesterol was found to decrease, and levels of coprostenol increased in the culture medium used to grow the LAB.

Nevertheless, this topic still requires further verifications particularly because administering the cholesterol reductase (intended to lower the serum cholesterol) also changes the cholesterol to coprostanol in the intestine. Additionally, with few exceptions, most of the conclusions and hypotheses are drawn mainly on the basis of *in vitro* studies. Most studies are focused primarily on unraveling the plausible hypocholesterolemic mechanisms merely. Using hypercholesterolemic pigs as a model, Liong et al. [102] examined the hypocholesterolemic ability of a synbiotic formulation and the mechanisms underlying the hypocholesterolemic effects. It was observed that orally administered *L. acidophilus* ATCC 4962, fructo-oligosaccharides, mannitol, and inulin reduced the plasma total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triacylglycerols in treated animals compared to nonadministered (control) animals. Further subfractioning and characterization of lipoproteins revealed that the synbiotics-treated pigs had lower amounts of cholesteryl esters in LDL particles, along with higher amounts of triacylglycerol. The triacylglycerol-enriched LDL particles were more vulnerable to enzymatic hydrolysis and exclusion from blood circulation. In addition, it was reported that the synbiotic supplementation could enhance cholesteryl esters in HDL fraction.

Remarkably, the HDL in view of its role in carrying cholesterol to hepatic cells during further hydrolysis is regarded as beneficial cholesterol. Therefore, it was also indicated that the synbiotics-induced hypocholesterolemic effects might be conferred via modulation of the cascade of cholesteryl esters and lipoprotein transporters. The prebiotics, such as inulin and fructo-oligosaccharides, being soluble, but indigestible can exhibit hypocholesterolemia via two mechanisms: by impairing cholesterol absorption plus removal through feces and/or increased synthesis or generation of SCFAs during enteric fermentation of dietary fiber (Figure 2) [103]. Orally administered inulin for 4 weeks decreased the serum LDL cholesterol and increased serum HDL cholesterol in hypercholesterolemic rats [104]. In comparison to the control groups, the rats receiving inulin had significantly more excretion of fecal lipids and cholesterol.

Analogous to indigestible fibers, soluble indigestible prebiotics enhance the viscosity of the contents in digestive tract and augment the thickness of the unstirred small intestine layer, thereby thwarting or preventing the uptake of cholesterol [105]. This might also lead to enhanced hepatic cholesterol catabolism could ultimately add to the hypocholesterolemic effects.

3.10. Future Prospects and Conclusions. Probiotics have recently received considerable attention in view of their proclaimed health benefits such as the improvement of lactose tolerance, resistance to infectious diseases, and suppression of inflammatory diseases and cancer. Reduction in serum cholesterol levels is one of the enviable benefits of probiotics. Considerable interest is noted in the use and effectiveness of probiotics to lower the serum lipids. Despite these claimed benefits from human clinical studies, a decisive and evidence-based outcome has not been achieved. Also, the precise mechanism(s) underlying the cholesterol-lowering or cholesterol-removal effects are still not clearly and wholly understood. Several possible mechanisms, such as cholesterol assimilation by growing-bacteria, cholesterol binding on to the probiotic cells, cholesterol integration into the host cell membrane, BSH-mediated bile deconjugation, and cholesterol coprecipitation with deconjugated bile, have been proposed. However, most of these mechanisms are highly strain-specific (and maybe host-specific as well) and the conditions generated in the laboratory may not always be practical or translatable in *in vivo* systems. The discrepancies in the data of different effects on serum cholesterol levels may be due differences in genus, species, and LAB strains used in different studies. Though hypocholesterolemic mechanisms of probiotics are not yet completely understood, the close association between cholesterol and bile salt metabolism is well established. The "BSH hypothesis" is put forward to explain the cholesterol-lowering effects of probiotics. The hypocholesterolemic attributes of specific probiotics exhibiting high BSH activities *in vitro* have been validated in some human and model animal studies. Moreover, considering that many commercial probiotic strains possess high BSH activities, further studies are indispensable to validate whether this BSH
function of the probiotic strains is beneficial or harmful for the host. In probiotic science and research milieu, bile tolerance is of utmost significance while selecting the probiotic strains because tolerance to bile enhances the adaptation or capacity of probiotics during their transit along the duodenum and eventually to colonize the gut epithelium. Thus, it is important to understand the physiological and molecular mechanisms by which enteric microorganisms including lactobacilli and bifidobacteria have evolved to resist against antimicrobial activity of bile in the GI tract. A further study on conserved as well as variable regions of the \textit{bsh} genes from bacterial species and strains with probiotic importance will facilitate the development of phylogenetic markers other bacteria. Furthermore, one of the future challenges would also be to understand the physiological impacts of BSH activity on the bacteria producing this enzyme as well as on the host cells.
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